Should UK membership exams be held overseas? No

Graeme Muir and Justin Thacker (doi:10.1136/bmj.d4566) believe that UK professional qualifications can help other countries improve training and standards, but Delan Devakumar and Kate Mandeville argue that they lack local relevance.
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While membership exams from UK medical colleges and faculties are an integral part of training for UK doctors, we believe that they are rarely appropriate and may be damaging in the long term when taken overseas.

All but one of the colleges run membership exams abroad, predominantly in Asian Commonwealth countries.¹ From a historical perspective, this practice is understandable because medical training in many of these countries is based on the UK model. In the past, it was common for doctors to come to the UK for further postgraduate training, where many took the membership exams. Membership status thus gained reputational value in originating countries, leading to continued demand for these exams today. So the colleges’ decision to transport the exams overseas could be viewed as a natural progression, with financial benefits for the colleges and convenience for local candidates.

However, UK membership exams are no longer the necessity they once were. Many of these countries have developed their own postgraduate training and examinations, which better reflect local context. In this changed world, we believe that UK colleges should not run their membership exams overseas because they are not locally relevant, undermine local postgraduate training, and may not reflect population needs.

Not locally relevant

The knowledge and skills required to pass college exams reflect those of a doctor working in the UK, with its specific disease burden and management unavailable in many other countries. Although components of the UK exams are applicable anywhere, a substantial proportion is context specific and cannot automatically be translated into other settings.² For example, although the principles of the UK Mental Health Act could be applicable to other settings, the specifics are relevant only to UK practitioners. In addition, the assessment methods of the exams may be inappropriate for a local setting.³ Furthermore, it follows that if UK exams were so readily relevant to other settings, UK trainees would be automatically equipped to work competently in any other country.

By exporting their exams to other countries, the UK colleges confer legitimacy on them, convincing candidates of their relevance. Although it could be argued that they promote a higher standard of practice and more effective educational styles, these aims could equally be accomplished through local training guided by college expertise.

We support doctors who seek further professional development and the inclusion of global health in medical education, but we question the merits of overseas qualifications when there is no intention of working in that country. The time and money spent on UK exams could be better used gaining further expertise in the local context.

Undermines postgraduate training

Postgraduate training is necessary to retain medical graduates and develop a specialist workforce. The WHO global code of practice on the international recruitment of health workers acknowledges the importance of health workers for sustainable health systems and states that “Member States should take effective measures to educate, retain and sustain a health workforce that is appropriate for the specific conditions of each country.”⁵

However, running UK membership exams overseas may undermine the capacity and development of domestic postgraduate education. This goes against Lord Crisp’s recommendation to “strengthen health systems and institutions.”⁶ If there is already a local postgraduate exam, it will have to compete with the UK exam for reputational value. Although competition could lead to higher standards, a collaborative approach is surely a better use of resources in low income settings.

If there is no local training or exam, the existence of UK exams removes any incentive to develop them. And while doctors migrate for many reasons, holding UK exams in foreign
countries could encourage migration to the UK in a time of tightening visa restrictions for foreign graduates. UK exams can be justified as an interim measure when local postgraduate systems have broken down—for example, in conflict or post-conflict situations. A good example of this is the reintroduction of membership exams by several colleges in Iraq. This is, however, a capacity building measure and should not be a permanent solution.

Population needs

As the NHS Framework for International Development emphasises, UK interventions need to be aligned with the needs of developing countries. While individual doctors may express a need to take the UK exams, this does not necessarily reflect the medical need of the local population. Similarly, professional associations are primarily accountable to their members. Even if the colleges are invited by local associations to run their exams overseas, they still have a responsibility to assess whether this would meet the needs of both the population and the health workforce. Any financial benefits should take second place to the overall health needs of a country.

Alternatives

We agree with partnerships where knowledge and expertise can pass in both directions and recognise the need to support colleagues overseas. Rather than running UK exams overseas, we suggest the colleges could use their considerable expertise in assessment and accreditation to strengthen local training. A good example is where the RCPCH has helped to develop a new diploma in Palestinian child health, aimed at general practitioners working within the occupied Palestinian Territories. Alternatively the colleges could develop an international version or components of their exams, removing the UK focus and working with country trainers to adapt it to the local setting, as the Royal College of General Practitioners has done with the MRCGP[INT]. Strengthening regional postgraduate exams, such as membership of the West African College of Physicians, would also be a preferable alternative.

If colleges hold exams overseas, there should be a transparent process whereby both donor and recipient organisations provide evidence to an independent body that it will be relevant to the health needs of the local population. UK postgraduate medical exams are a valuable tool in the education of UK doctors but are not directly exportable to other countries. Overall, we feel that providing assistance to the local system is a preferable use of UK expertise.
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